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CALCULATIONS IN EVERYDAY CONTEXTS

A. Carry out Money Calculations in Everyday Contexts

Wage Rise
Discuss with the students why a wage rise is given.
Discuss the terms ‘per annum’  and  ‘monthly salary’.
Questions 1 and 2 of Exercise 1 focus on actual (money) pay increases as opposed to
percentage increases.

Questions 3 - 7 concentrate on percentage wage increases.
As percentages were dealt with earlier in the unit, students should not require too much
reminding of how to work out a percentage of a quantity.

Example 1. Find 5% of £180 Example 2. Find 2·5% of £220

   Ans: 5% of £180 2·5% of £220
=   5/100 × £180  =   2·5/100 × £220
=    £9 (by calculator)  =     £5·50   (by calculator)

Note: the % button on a calculator could be used, if preferred.

Example 3. mainly to show setting down........

Mr. Hedges gets paid £82 per week. He gets a 2% wage increase.
What is his new weekly wage?

Ans: Increase =  2%  of  £82
=  2/100 × £82
=   £1·64

New wage =  £82 +  £1·64  =   £83·64

Exercise 1 may now be attempted.

Commission
Give students an explanation of the idea of Commission, and encourage a discussion as to
who receives it.
As in Exercise 1, percentages are used predominantly.

Example:
Ailsa is a cosmetic consultant. She gets paid a monthly salary of £850 plus 3%
commission on all her cosmetic sales.
What is her monthly pay for a month in which her sales are £4000?

   Ans:     Commission =  3%  of  £4000
=   3/100 × £4000 =   £120

Total for month =  £850 + £120 =  £970
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Note: In Q6, Q7 and Q9 commission is based on sales over a certain amount:
e.g. sales are £25 000, but commission is based on all sales over £20 000, so only
£5000 can be used in calculations.
It is recommended that students should be allowed to investigate this for
themselves.

Q8 does not involve ‘sales over’. This question is intentionally put there to
discover whether or not students can distinguish between the two types of
questions.

Exercise 2 may now be attempted.

Overtime and Bonus
Discuss with the students the following:
Overtime, Bonus, Double Time, Time and a Half, Gross Pay.

Example 1.
Maurice works for 40 hours per week, getting paid £5·20 per hour.
When he works overtime he gets paid double time.
What is his pay for a week during which he works 4 hours overtime?

Ans:  Normal Time =  40 hours at £5·20
=  £208

       Overtime =  4  ×  2  ×  £5·20
=   £41·60

    Total =  £249·60

Example 2.
Molly works part-time in a doctor’s surgery - 25 hours per week at a rate of
£4·40 an hour.
Her overtime is paid at time and a half.
Calculate her pay for a week when she works 8 hours overtime.

Ans:  Normal Time =  25 hours at £4·40
=  £110

       Overtime =  8  ×  1·5  ×  £4·40
=   £52.80

    Total =  £162·80

Exercise 3 may now be attempted.

Hire Purchase
Explain the following terms to the students:
Deposit, Instalments (Payments), Total HP, Cash Price.

Questions 1 and 2 use monetary deposits, whereas Questions 3 - 6 use percentage deposits.
Questions 7 and 8 require ‘working backwards’ to obtain the cost of instalments.
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Example 1.
The Cash Price of a video recorder is £210.
It can be paid for by hire purchase - deposit £21 and 9 payments of £22.
Find the difference between the total HP price and the cash price.

Ans: Cash Price =  £210
HP Price deposit                £21

payments 9 × £22 = £198
 Total HP =  £219

  HP  £9 dearer

Example 2.
A nest of tables costs £340 cash or paid up by a deposit of 12% of the cash price
and 22 instalments of £15 each.
Calculate how much more expensive it is to pay by HP.

Ans: Cash Price =  £340
HP Price  deposit  12% of £340

=  12/100 × £340
=   £40·80

                   payments 22 × £15 = £330
 Total HP =  £370·80

    HP  £30·80 dearer.

Exercise 4   Questions 1 - 6 may now be attempted.

For Questions 7 and 8:

either - explain the method for finding the price of instalments, given the total HP price
and the deposit.

or - allow the students to investigate the method by making an attempt at Q7 and Q8,
then go over them as required.

Exercise 4   Q7 and Q8 may now be attempted

Insurance Premiums (Life)
The following terms should be explained to the students:
Whole Life Policy, Endowment Policy (with profits), Annual, Premium, and the idea of
‘for every £1000 insured’.

Both tables in the exercise should be discussed with the students.

Begin by asking orally for answers to questions like:
   What is the rate, per £1000, for a 29 year old male smoker taking out a Whole Life policy?

Ask the students more oral questions for ‘per £1000’ for both whole life and endowment
policies, then move on to asking them about insuring for £2000, £3000 etc.
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Follow this up with the following examples on the board:

Example 1.
Matt Thew is 28 and doesn’t smoke.
What is his annual premium for a whole life policy for £5000?

Ans: Premium for £1000 =    £1·90
Premium for £5000 =    £1·90  ×  5

=    £9·50

Point out to students that not all policies will be for amounts rounded to nearest £1000.
Discuss policies for £4500, £5620 .... .

Example 2.
Margo Telfer is 33 and smokes.
She takes out a 20 year endowment policy for £2200.
What is her annual premium?

Ans: Premium for £1000 =    £5·05
Premium for £2200 =    £1·90  ×  2200 ÷ 1000     (or  £1·90  ×  2·2)

=    £11·11

Exercise 5 may now be attempted.

Insurance Premiums (House and Contents)
Discuss with the students why  we need to insure our house and its contents.

Questions  1 - 4 of the exercise are on House Insurance
Questions  5 - 13 are on Contents Insurance

Example 1. House Insurance
Tommy Tindall lives in a detached villa in Larks. His house is worth £98 000 and
is insured with a company who charge him £2·30 ‘per £1000 value of your house’.
How much is Tommy’s annual premium?
Ans: Premium for £1000 =    £2·30

Premium for £98000 =    £2·30  ×  98000 ÷ 1000     (or   £2·30 ×  98)
=    £225·40

Exercise 6  Questions 1 - 4 may now be attempted.

Discuss with the students why ‘contents’ premiums may vary depending on where you live.
Explain why insurance companies have bands like A to F in the table.

Example 2.
Mary McDonald had the contents of her house valued at £8500. She lives in Area B.
How much is Mary’s annual premium for her contents?
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Ans: Premium for £1000 =    £2·50
Premium for £8500 =    £2·50  ×  8500 ÷ 1000     (or   £2·50  ×  8·5)

=    £21·25

Exercise 6  Questions 5 - 13 may now be attempted.

B. Solve Problems involving Exchange Rates
Discuss with the students what Exchange Rates are, why we have them and where they are
found (e.g.  newspapers, internet, banks, travel agents etc.).
Discuss the table with the students, mentioning each country and what its currency is called.

Questions   1 - 10 From sterling to ‘foreign currency’
Questions  11 - 15 From ‘foreign currency’ to sterling

U.K.  (sterling)  OUT MULTIPLY
U.K.  (sterling)    IN DIVIDE

Give students the simple memory aid      Changing fr om £’s  —>  ‘MULTIPLY’

Example 1. Example 2.

How many pesetas do you get for £15?    How many dollars do you get for £27·50?

Ans: £1 =    248 pesetas Ans: £1  =    1·6 $
£15 =    248  ×  15        £27·50  =    1·6  ×  27·50

=    3720 pesetas  =    44 $

Exercise 7  Questions 1 - 10 may now be attempted.

Give students the other memory aid      Changing to £’s  —>  ‘DIVIDE’

Example 2.
Change 130·5 marks to £’s Sterling.

Ans:     2·9 marks   =    £1
130·5 marks   =   130·5  ÷  2·9

  =    £45

Exercise 7  Questions 11 - 15 may now be attempted.

Then Checkup for Calculations in Everyday Contexts.


